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Preface

Preface

CONTACTING BOTTOMLINE
This section provides contact information for Technical Services, Training, and Documentation.

Technical Services
If you have questions about a Bottomline product and are unable to find the answers in the product
documentation, contact Technical Services (www.bottomline.com/customer_support/index.html).

USA (Portsmouth, NH)
l Web: portal.bottomline.com

l Telephone: +1 800 839 9029

Customer Technical Assistance Center (CTAC) is availableMonday through Friday from 0830 to 2030
Eastern Time.

Europe (United Kingdom)
l E-mail: Emea-support@bottomline.com
l Telephone: 0870 081 8250 (+ 44 118 925 8250 if calling from outside the UK)
l Fax: 0870 081 8280 (+ 44 118 925 8280 if calling from outside the UK)

Technical Services is available from 0830 to 1730Monday through Thursday and from 0830 to 1700 on
Fridays.

Asia Pacific (Australia)
l E-mail: ap_support@bottomline.com.au

l Telephone: 1 300 655 515 (+61 3 8823 6798 if calling from outside Australia)

Technical Services is availableMonday through Friday from 0830 to 1700 Australia Eastern Standard
Time.

Training
Bottomline offers training courses inmany products. For information, contact your account
representative.

Documentation
Bottomline is always interested in improving the quality of the product documentation. If you find errors or
omissions in this documentation, or have suggestions on how to improve it, email your comments to
documentation@bottomline.com. You can send comments anonymously or provide contact information
so that we can contact you.
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CONVENTIONS
The following table describes the conventions used in this guide.

This convention Indicates

bold text l Names of items in the user interface, such as menus, options,
fields, tabs, or buttons.

l Names of files to execute as part of a procedure.

italic text l Items that vary according to the environment or situation.

l References to other parts of the product documentation.

code text l File names and paths.

l Code examples.

l Text of messages displayed on the computer screen.

l Text you enter in a form or in a commandwindow.

italic code text l Variable parts of a file name or path.

l Information that you enter in a form or in a commandwindow
where the actual text depends on particular circumstances.

hyperlink l Cross references to other parts of this guide.

l Links toWeb sites or email addresses.
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Chapter 1

Welcome
Bottomline Invoice Automation is a business application built on Bottomline's’ powerful document
process automation platform, combined with Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations. It includes a
hosted capture portal for invoice ingestion and automation, immersive process integration with
Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations.

In addition it can be easily combined with offerings such as Bottomline PTX Cloud Payments for end to
end payablesmanagement.

The Bottomline Invoice Automation solution is comprised of these primary functions:

l Invoice document capture, includingmachine learning and artificial intelligence features

l Flexible and automatedG/L coding and approval of expense invoices

l Support for purchase order invoicematching

l End to end process auditing, analytics and reporting

l Systemic process governance and controls

Implicit to these functions is robust integration with the ERP. Asmentioned above, normative AP
functions remain within your AP users familiar Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations experience while
external interaction employs globally-familiar experiences like email and web.
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Chapter 2

Overview
The content in this guide is aimed at the Accounts Payablemanager. It assumes that all setup steps
listed within the Invoice Automation Setup and Administration Guide have been completed.

Generallymanagement of the Invoice Automation solution revolves around a few key areas:

l Users
l E-mailed InvoiceManagement

l Send AddressMapping

l Forward Address Specification

l FromAddressMapping

l Expense Approvals

l Setup of Approval Paths

l Managing Active Approval Assignments

– Viewing and Filtering on ActiveWorkload

– Sending Reminders

– Approval Reassignment

l Coding and Routing Automation
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Chapter 3

Users
To access Users:
1. Log into to Invoice Automation - Capture Portal or access it through Capture Exceptions link

displayed within the Dynamics 365 - InvoicesWorkspace.
2. Under the cog icon selectUsers under Settings.

3. The Users screen is displayed.

MANAGE USERS
A user with theManage users check box selected can:
l Access the Users screen.

l AssignManage users and Invoices administrator privileges.
l Edit user details.
l Delete users.

INVOICES ADMINISTRATOR
A user with the Invoices administrator check box selected can access:
l Customer Profile Management. SeeCustomer Profile Management.
l FromAddressMappings. See FromAddressMappings.

UPDATE A USER
1. Log into to Invoice Automation - Capture Portal or access it through Capture Exceptions link

displayed within the Dynamics 365 - InvoicesWorkspace.
2. Under the cog icon selectUsers under Settings.
3. The Users screen is displayed.
4. Select the user by clicking on the email address.
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5. The User details page is displayed.

6. Make any updates to the fields within Modules if needed and clickSave changes.
7. A warningmessage will be displayed if Manage users is not set and the user has no access to the

Invoicesmodule.

8. ClickEdit user details to update any fields within User details, and then clickSave changes.

DELETE A USER
You can delete a user from either the Users screen or from the User details screen.

Users screen
1. Log into to Invoice Automation - Capture Portal or access it through Capture Exceptions link

displayed within the Dynamics 365 InvoicesWorkspace.
2. Under the cog icon selectUsers under Settings.
3. The Users screen is displayed.
4. UnderActions, clickDelete.

5. A confirmationmessage will be displayed.
6. ClickYes.

Management Guide
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User Details Screen
1. Log into to Invoice Automation - Capture Portal or access it through Capture Exceptions link

displayed within the Dynamics 365 InvoicesWorkspace.
2. Under the cog icon selectUsers under Settings.
3. The Users screen is displayed.
4. Select the user by clicking on the email address.

5. The User details page is displayed.
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6. ClickDelete fromEdit user details.

7. A confirmationmessage will be displayed.
8. ClickYes.
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Chapter 4

Global Settings
To access Global Settings:
1. Log into to Invoice Automation - Capture Portal or access it through Capture Exceptions link

displayed within the Dynamics 365 - InvoicesWorkspace.
2. Under the cog icon selectGlobal Settings under Invoices.

3. The customer profile screen is displayed.

The customer profile screen is used tomanage:

l the email addresses used for forwarding. See Forward To Addresses.
l the ERP instances. SeeERP InstanceManagement.
l the language setting. See Language Settings.

EMAIL MANAGEMENT
We realize that asking your vendors to change the email address they submit to requires coordinated
communication. As you take on invoice automation it represents a good opportunity to communicate
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standards related to acceptable electronic invoice submission. To assist you in this communication
please refer to a sample form letter inAppendix A that you are free to use as a template to communicate
this critical change to your vendors.

You could setup a forward rule to route all incoming invoices from your legacy email address to the new
Invoice Automation address. However, if you do this then it is strongly recommended that your "Forward
to" Address, is a separate email address to avoid a continual forward condition.

Forward To Address
Forward to addresses are used when the Invoice Automation - Capture Portal receives an email that
would otherwise be rejected. For example, if it does not include an attachment or the attachment cannot
be processed (please refer toAppendix A for valid attachment formats). The Invoice Automation -
Capture Portal forwards the email to the address provided in the Forward to address field.

ADD EMAIL ADDRESS

To add an email address:
1. Enter in the email address in theSend To box.

2. Click the + icon.
3. The email address is now stored.

UPDATE EMAIL ADDRESS

To update an email address:
1. Update the email address in the Send to field.
2. Click the tick icon.

3. The email address is updated.

DELETE EMAIL ADDRESS

To delete an email address:
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1. Click the x icon.

2. The email address is deleted.

Note: There is no confirmationmessage displayed when deleting an email address.

ERP INSTANCE MANAGEMENT
ERP InstanceManagement defines the list of Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations environments
that the Invoice Automation - Capture Portal is configured to use.

This allows you to define the Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations non-production and production
instances in use and to choose a default. Your initial default environment may be non-production. As you
migrate to production you will make it the default environment. This will then allow any user authorized
for both non-production and production to be visually reminded that they are not operating in their default
environment (so that does not confuse the test use of Capture Portal with Production use).

Notes:

l Multiple instances cannot share the sameDynamics 365 - Finance andOperationsURL.

l URLs should NOT contain a forward slash ("/") at the end.

Add Instance
To add an instance:
1. On the customer profile screen, clickEdit.

2. Fill in the Instance andAddress fields.
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3. Click the + icon.

4. The instance is now stored.

Update Instance
To update an instance:
1. On the customer profile screen, clickEdit.
2. Make the necessary updates to the Instance andAddress fields.
3. Click the tick icon.

4. The instance is updated

Delete Instance
To delete an instance:
1. On the customer profile screen, clickEdit.
2. Click the x icon.
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3. In the confirmation window, clickYes to confirm the deletion.

4. The instance is removed.

Default Instance
To set the default instance:
1. On the customer profile screen, clickEdit.
2. ClickMake default for the instance.

LANGUAGE SETTINGS
Language Settings are used to set the local settingswhich are used for example in date handling and
amount notation.

To set the language:
1. On the profile management screen, clickEdit.
2. Within Language Settings, select the language from the drop down list.
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3. Click the tick icon.

4. The language is updated.

Date Handling
TheCapture Portal has several features to address the handling of the invoice date across regions.

Invalid invoice dates (e.g.13/13/2018) are evaluated as invalid and the related invoice is passed to the
corrections screen for user attention.

Unambiguous invoice dates (e.g. 13/05/2018 or 02/28/2018) are interpreted strictly on the basis of which
format wouldmake it valid. For example, 13/05/2018 is only valid asMay 5th, 2018.

Ambiguous invoice dates are alsomanaged. For example, 04/06/2018means April 6th in the United
States but June 4th in the United Kingdom. Thus, the language setting is evaluated when this type of
invoice date is received.

As an example, if the customer language setting is English (United Kingdom) and the invoice date
received is 04/06/2018 then the date will be interpreted as June 4th, 2018.

Note: The customer is free to revise the date in the corrections screen. However, if no validation issues
exist, the invoice date will be passed to the ERP/target based on the customer level setting.

In future releaseswewill make this a company-level setting to support multiregional organizations.
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Chapter 5

Company Settings
To access Company Settings:
1. Log into to Invoice Automation - Capture Portal or access it through Capture Exceptions link

displayed within the Dynamics 365 - InvoicesWorkspace.
2. Under the cog icon selectCompany Settings under Invoices.

3. The Company ProfilesManagement screen is displayed.

View Options

Use the icon to view the company profiles as tiles.

Use the icon to view the company profiles as tiles.
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Use the icon to view the company profiles as a list.

VIEW COMPANY PROFILE
To view a company profile:
1. From theCompany Profiles Management screen, underActions, clickView.
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2. The company profile is displayed.

Company profiles contain the following information:

l Send to addresses, seeSend To Addresses.
l Tax total settings, see Tax Total Settings.
l Header Match Settings for PO Invoices, seeHeader Match Settings.
l Freight charge code, see Freight Charge Code.
l Always Stop in Corrections, seeAlways Stop in Corrections.
l LineMatch Settings, see LineMatch Settings.
l Syncwith ERP, seeSyncwith ERP.

Send To Addresses
TheCapture Portal includes a unique “digital mailroom” feature that enables acceptance of emailed
invoices from your vendors directly on your behalf. The authorized user can setup “Send To” email
addresses and then communicate these to their vendor community. The “Send To” email addresses can
be company-specific allowing the address to bemapped to the ERP Company ID (Legal Entity) as the
invoice is received.

For example a user may setup two email “Send To” addresses related to two different D365 – Finance
andOperations companies that they operate. Company ABC and XYZ. By setting up company-specific
“Send To” addresses for each company (e.g. ABC_Acme@BIA.Invoice.com and XYZ_
Acme@BIA.Invoice.com the invoice can be immediately processed under the rules of that company
upon receipt and the operator does not have to select a companymanually.

Tax Total Settings
TheRequire Tax Total fields are used to determine if a company requires tax total capture and
handling for Non-POand PO invoices.
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For example, if setNon-PO is set toYes then anyNon-PO invoices for that company require tax total
capture and handling.

TAX TOTAL HANDLING

Theway tax total is handled within the Capture Portal and the tax information passed to Dynamics 365 -
Finance andOperations is as follows:

When tax total is not extracted confidently:
l and company processes tax total for that invoice type (PO/non PO) then Tax Total is flagged as
required on corrections screen.

l and company does not process tax total for that invoice type (PO/non PO), then Tax Total is NOT
flagged as required on corrections screen.

l and company is not yet known, then Tax Total is NOT flagged as required on corrections screen.
l and company is resolved on corrections screen and company processes tax total for that invoice type
(PO/non PO), then Tax Total is flagged as required on corrections screen.

When an invoice is validated/corrected:
l and company processes tax total for that invoice type (PO/non PO) and the invoice is PO, then tax
total field is extant on export to pending vendor invoices in Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations.

l and company processes tax total for that invoice type (PO/non PO) and the invoice is non PO, then
tax total field is extant on export to CAP non PO journal in Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations.

l and company does not process tax total for that invoice type (PO/non PO) then tax total is NOT
passed toCaptured Tax Total field in Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations.

Within DFO, for non PO invoices the Captured Tax Total field is seen on the coding screen.

For PO invoices, the Captured Tax Total field is displayed:

l on the Vendor invoice header in theMatch Screen.
l on the Sales tax transactions screen for comparison to total actual and total calculated amounts .
l in the InvoiceMatching Details screen under the Invoice totals section for comparison to the Sales
Tax field.

Header Match Settings
TheHeader Match Settings determine how the PO line amounts are handled by the Capture Portal for
PO invoices and whether the portal will try to deliver the invoice with matched lines to the ERP.

The goal of the header pre-matching feature is to deliver lines to the ERP in caseswhere the invoice is
an exact match to the PO (and thus reduce the time an APMatch clerk needs to spend doing amanual
match).
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Header pre-matching on total can have a high success rate for customers that primarily process 2-way
invoices and especially in caseswhere the PO is satisfied by one invoice.

Header pre-match will only work on purchase orders that are satisfied by a single invoice. Header
matching does not support matching a PO that had a prior invoice applied. This feature will be
considered for a future release.

Three-way invoiceswill generally have a lower pre-match rate because of the fact that receiptsmay be
missing or under-delivered and these types of purchase orders tend to be fulfilled with more than one
invoice. In addition, unforseen /unforecast charges canmakematching on total difficult. The header pre-
match rate for three-way invoices can be improved for customerswhose three way invoice charges
frequently vary from the forecasted charges by using the subtotal match flag instead of total match flag.

.

l WhenPre-Match Total andPre-Match Subtotal is set toNo for three-way andPre-Match Total is
set toNo for two-way, then the invoice will be exported without attempting tomatch and deliver the
lines and any entry of subtotal on Corrections screen is ignored.

l When thePre-Match Total is set toNo for two-way and the linematch policy of the remaining PO
lines to invoice are two-way, then the invoice will be exported without attempting tomatch and deliver
the lines and any entry of subtotal on Corrections screen is ignored.

l WhenPre-Match Total is set toNo for three-way and the linematch policy of the remaining PO lines
to invoice are three-way, then the invoice will be exported without attempting tomatch and deliver the
lines and any entry of subtotal on Corrections screen is ignored.

l WhenPre-Match Total is set toYes for two-way, the linematch policy of the remaining PO lines to
invoice are two-way, and the invoice total equals the sum of the remaining PO lines to invoice, then
the invoice will be exported attempting tomatch and deliver the lines.

l WhenPre-Match Total is set toYes for two-way, the linematch policy of the remaining PO lines to
invoice are two-way, and the invoice total does not equal the sum of the remaining PO lines to invoice,
then the invoice will be exported without attempting tomatch and deliver the lines and any entry of
subtotal on Corrections screen is ignored.

l WhenPre-Match Total is set toYes for three-way, the linematch policy of the remaining PO lines to
invoice are three-way, and the invoice total equals the sum of the remaining PO lines to invoice plus
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related charges and related taxes, then the invoice will be exported attempting tomatch and deliver
the lines.

l WhenPre-Match Total is set toYes for three-way, the linematch policy of the remaining PO lines to
invoice are three-way, and the invoice total does not equal the sum of the remaining PO lines to
invoice plus related charges and related taxes, then the invoice will be exported without attempting to
match and deliver the lines and any entry of subtotal on Corrections screen is ignored.

l WhenPre-Match Subtotal is set toYes for three-way, the linematch policy of the remaining PO
lines to invoice are three-way, and the invoice total equals the sum of the remaining PO lines to
invoice, then the invoice will be exported attempting tomatch and deliver the lines.

l WhenPre-Match Subtotal is set toYes for three-way, the linematch policy of the remaining PO
lines to invoice are three-way, and the invoice total does not equal the sum of the remaining PO lines
to invoice, then the invoice will be exported attempting tomatch and deliver the lines.

When the subtotal match flag is turned for three-way invoices, the subtotal field becomes a required
capture field on the Corrections screen, in caseswhen it could not be automatically captured. If this
happens then once the subtotal ismanually entered by the user, it can be used to attempt thematch.

Freight Charge Code
Freight Charge Code allows you to select a default freight header charge code for the company for PO
invoices.

To set the Freight Charge Code, select from the dropdown list.

A freight charge will only be passed to Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations from the Capture Portal
under the following conditions:

l The invoice is related to a three-way purchase order.
l The purchase order has a charge listed that matches the default selected in the Capture Portal for the
applicable Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations company.

l A charge is found on the invoice.

l If a freight charge was allocated to lines during PO creation, thematched charge will also be allocated
to the lines in proportion to the original allocation.

Always Stop in Corrections
TheAlways Stop in Corrections setting determines if an invoice should stop at Corrections.
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IfAlways Stop in Corrections is set to:
l Off, an invoice will only stop at Corrections if verification fails. This is the default setting.
l On, an invoice will stop at Corrections regardless of the verification outcome.

Line Match Settings
Note: Invoice Automation can utilize either LineMatch settings or Header Match settings, but not both.
The ability to have linematching fall back to header matching will be implemented in a future release.

Use the drop down to select the appropriatematch confidence level.

STRICT

Includes scenarios in which the system has confidently extracted both Item ID and
Quantity/Price/Extended valuesOR cases in which it has only extracted theQuantity/Price/Extended
values. In either case it was able tomatch all extracted values exactly to the PurchaseOrder (2-way) or
received PurchaseOrder (3-way) lines.

MODERATE

Includes scenarios in which the system can confidently extract andmatch Item ID and a summary value
like total (2-way) or subtotal (3-way) but could not confidently extract Quantity/Price/Extended values.
Also scenarios in which the system can confidently extract andmatchQuantity/Price/Extended from the
invoice to some PO lines. And finally, it also covers scenarios in which system found a single line on both
the invoice and POwithmatching summary values.

Sync with ERP
ClickSync with ERP to sync the companywith the Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations
environment for any new and updated purchase orders and vendors .
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EDIT COMPANY PROFILE
Edit a company profile by clickingEditwhen viewing a company profile or from the Company Profiles
Management screen.

From the Company Profiles Management screen:
1. UnderActions, clickEdit.
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2. The company profile is displayed.

3. Update the details.
4. ClickSave.
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Chapter 6

From Address Mappings
The FromAddressMappings screen is used tomanage themapping between a from email address and
a company.

This screen can be used to enable or disable themapping of a vendor email address. It can also be used
to ignore themapping of invoices sent from persons inside your company (as these would not always be
for the same vendor). If you plan to send invoices from your company email addresses into the capture
portal then you shouldmake sure to setup Don't map rules for those addresses or your company email
domain.

The entries are automatically populated from incoming invoices.

An entry can be enabled/disabled using the Enable flag.

UseDon't map address/domain for Company andDon't map to Vendor ID for Vendor ID if no
mapping is required. Please note that even though this tagmight say to not map it actually refers to any
e-mail address (as it could be your own e-mail addresses that you want themapping to ignore).

Although themappings table is automatically populated, it may be necessary tomakemanual updates.

To access From Address Mappings:
1. Log into to Invoice Automation - Capture Portal or access it through Capture Exceptions link

displayed within the Dynamics 365 - InvoicesWorkspace.
2. Under the cog icon select From Address Mappings under Invoices.

3. The Email AddressManagement screen is displayed.

CREATE NEWMAPPING
FromAddressMappings can be used to:

l Map a vendor email address to the vendor ID. SeeVendor Email Address.

l Creating amapping exclusion (to prevent mapping of invoices sent from a company address). See
Mapping Exclusion.
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VENDOR EMAIL ADDRESS
1. ClickCreate New Mapping.

2. The FromAddressMapping screen is displayed.

3. Fill in theCompany, Vendor ID and From Address/Domain details. Set theEnable flag.

4. ClickSave.
5. A confirmationmessage indicating if themapping was successfully saved will be displayed.

6. ClickCancel or the back button to return to the Email AddressManagement screen.

Mapping Exclusion
1. ClickCreate New Mapping.
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2. The FromAddressMapping screen is displayed.

3. SelectDon't Map Address/Domain forCompany andDon't map to Vendor ID for Vendor ID.
Set theEnable flag.

4. ClickSave.
5. A confirmationmessage indicating if themapping was successfully saved will be displayed.

6. ClickCancel or the back button to return to the Email AddressManagement screen.

EDIT A MAPPING
1. For themapping entry, under theActions column, selectEdit.

2. The from address email mapping screen will be displayed.
3. Make the necessary updates, and then clickSave.

DELETE A MAPPING
From addressmappings can either be deleted from the Actions column or when editing a from address
mapping.

To delete a mapping from the Actions column:
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1. For themapping entry, under theActions column, selectDelete.

2. A confirmationmessage will be displayed.

3. ClickYes to continue.
To delete a mapping when editing a mapping:
1. For themapping entry, under theActions column, selectEdit.
2. The from address email mapping screen will be displayed.
3. ClickDelete.

4. A confirmationmessage will be displayed.

5. ClickYes to continue.
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Chapter 7

Approval Setup
Expense approvals can be gained by use of several approval options:

l Ad-Hoc Approval - An ad-hoc approval (if used in your organization) allows any named user the
ability to approve an invoice.

l Approval Paths - These are predefined paths that can be setup as simple order based routing or
governed with approval limits. Each level within an approval path is assigned to an Approver Group
(think of this as a role) and a person assigned to that group. By using a group container (rather than a
specific named user) your approval rules can bemore easily administered. In the event that the
person assigned to the group leaves, you can simply add another person to that group without having
tomodify the rule.

Bottomline has implemented an "Approver Group" structure rather than employ the native Dynamics 365
- Finance andOperations Approval Limit and Position Hierarchy constructs for several reasons:

l Flexibility - Position Hierarchies are line and staff reporting constructs and do not take into account
that invoice approversmay flow across peer groups and defined reporting relationships. In addition,
these hierarchies, even if suitable for AP approval are not architected correctly for use with native
workflow framework.

l Wide Adoption - Not all Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations customers define positions.
l Management - Native constructsmentioned abovemust bemanaged outside of Accounts Payable.
Our customers have confirmed that approval governance should bemanaged within Accounts
Payable by an authorizedmanager, not by HR or a SystemAdministrator.

Notes:

l Use of both an ad-hoc approval and approval path to approve a specific invoice is not currently
supported.

l Invoice Automation Ledger Workflow, which interprets approval path rules will process credit invoices
in the samemanner. In other words, if the credit to the expense account was $6,000, the credit invoice
will be routed for review to the person that has that level of authority. Some Invoice Automation
customersmay not wish to have credit invoices routed through approval. An option to allow bypass of
approval in these cases (or to bypasswhen the credit is under a specific dollar amount) is in
consideration for a future release.

l Invoices that are received with an amount that exceeds the highest authority on the approval path are
automatically rejected. For example, if a workflow automation profile is assigned the invoice will be
rejected and the workflow not started. If an AP Clerkmanually codes an invoice and assigns it to a
path with insufficient authority, theywill be prevented from starting the workflow. In both cases audit
entriesmemorialize the violation.

Approvers can approve invoices either via e-mail or through the Invoice Automation - Approval
Workspace in Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations. For an approver to receive the approval request
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via e-mail their e-mail notificationsmust be turned on within the ERP (within User Options) and they
must have an email address listed with SMTP as themail server.

If an approver rejects an invoice it is returned to the invoice workspace as rejected. Any AP Clerk can
then access the invoice access the invoice using theWorkRejected Item option andmakeG/L or routing
corrections or (if the approver has no intention of wanting the invoice to be paid or is disputing it) it can be
removed from further processing or placed on hold while the dispute is resolved.

Approved invoices can bemanually posted or they can be automatically posted based on the posting
option that the Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations Admin has setup. If you are unclear of the
posting options refer to the Invoice Automation Admin Guide.

Approvers are able to code an invoice that they are asked to approve. In order to do so, an approver
must be assigned the Approval AsCoder role in addition to the Invoice Automation Approver role. For
more details on roles, refer to the Invoice Automation Admin Guide.

Note: All changes to the Approval Paths, Path Entries, Groups andGroup Users are audited and the
change log is available for review in the AnalyticsWorkspace.

APPROVAL USERS
Before a user can be added to approval groups theymust be added to the Invoice Automation approver
role. From the navigation pane, withinModules, selectSystem administration,Users, and then
Users.

APPROVAL GROUPS
Approval groups contain a list of users and are used when creating approval paths.

It is possible to addmultiple users to a group (role). This would be desirable if two persons routinely
share the responsibility for approving invoiceswithin a specific role. However, taking this approachmust
be done with caution:

Approversmust understand that when an approval is requested, everyone in the group will receive a
task request. Thus there should be a general understanding that one of the users is the "primary".

For example, Kourtney and Hasan share the role and they agree that Kourtney is the primary approver
except when on vacation. Theywork in the same department so it is very clear to both of themwhen
Hasan should take responsibility for the approvals. If Hasan does not want to see email notifications
during the 48 weeks of the year when he is not the primary, he can simply turn them off or direct them to
a specificmail folder.

Generally the activity of replacing a user within a group (role) would involve first adding the new user and
the removing the old one.

View
To view approval groups:
1. From the navigation pane, withinModules, selectAccounts payable,Bottomline Invoice

Automation, and thenApproval groupswithinSetup.

Management Guide
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2. The Approval groups screen is displayed.

Add
To add an approval group:
1. From the Approval groups screen clickNew.

2. Enter a name and description in the relevant fields.

Management Guide
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3. ClickAdd to add a user to the approval group.

Note: If there aremultiple users in an approval group thenmore than one user will receive an
approval task request. If your company allows this structure then these usersMUST arrange a well-
understood working relationship to decide who is the primary invoice approver for any given time
period or who is primary and backup.

4. Select the User ID from the drop down list.
5. ClickSave.

Delete
To delete an approval group:
1. From the Approval groups screen select the approval group.
2. ClickDelete.
3. The approval group is deleted.

Management Guide
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Remove User from Approval Group
1. From the Approval groups screen select the approval group.
2. ClickRemove.

3. A confirmationmessage will be displayed. ClickYes to continue with the removal.
4. The user is removed from the approval group.

Enable User
To enable a user for an approval group:
1. Select the user.
2. Set theEnabled flag toYes.
3. User is now enabled for the group.

Disable User
To disable a user for an approval group:
1. Select the user.
2. Set theEnabled flag toNo.
3. User is now disabled for the group.

Management Guide
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APPROVAL PATHS
Approval paths define one or more Approver Groups. A path can have one or many Approver Groups
assigned. First consider the approver groups (or roles) that will be defined for approval before creating
your approval paths.

View
To access approval paths:
1. From the navigation pane, withinModules, selectAccounts payable, and thenApproval path.

2. The Approval path screen is displayed.
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Add
To add an approval path:
1. From the Approval path screen clickNew.

2. Enter a name and description in the relevant fields.
3. Select the Type:

l Direct - If Direct path type is selected, the request for approval will skip any approval groupswith
an approval level beneath the approval amount, skipping those groupswhose approval is not
necessary. The request will be directly assigned to the first approval group that has the authority
necessary to approve the invoice.
TheDirect path typemust be used with the Approval limit setting. Also, if no approval group has
an approval limit high enough to approve the invoice then the workflow will reject the invoice back
to the initiator with a comment that states that there was insufficient path authority to approve the
invoice.

l Chain - If Chain path type is selected, and the chain path uses an approval limit (rather than order
only) then the request for approval will go through each approval level even if the approver limit is
less than the invoice amount. It will traverse the chain in order of financial authority until it reaches
an approver whose authority is equal to or greater than the invoice amount.
If no approval group has an approval limit high enough to approve the invoice then the workflow
will reject the invoice back to the initiator with a comment that states that there was insufficient
path authority to approve the invoice. If two approval groups in a chain path have the same
approval limit, the first approver to see it will be determined by theOrder field (the lower number
will get the first task).

4. Use theOrder only flag for approval paths that do not require governed approval (financially-based
rules)..

Note: TheOrder only field is normally only applicable when type is set to Chain. It could be used
with Direct when you have created two groups that must approve the invoice and you want one
group to see it first. In all cases, if the order value is the same for multiple groups, and the approval
limit is the same for both (e.g. $4,000) then the invoice will be sent to the path entry that was created
first.

5. ClickSave.

Management Guide
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6. ClickAdd to add an approval group.

7. Select an approval group from the drop down list.

8. Enter the approval limit in the relevant boxes.
9. TheOrder field determines the order of the approval groups used for an approval path when the path

containsmultiple groupswith the same approval limit.

Note: Beginning in release 2.2 (Patch 1 – Build 763) of our Dynamics 365 Deployment Package we
have introduced a feature that now improves the handling of multiple groupswithin the path having
the same approval authority.

Management Guide
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l In prior versions, only the first group listed in the path would receive the request.
l Now in this build andmoving forward, when a path is invoked for a specific invoice amount and
that amount requires a particular group to approve, then all approval groupswith like authority will
be tasked with approving the item, not just the first group listed.

For example, if an invoice were submitted for 6,000 EUR then this “NEWPATHTEST” approval
path would first route the request to the BTApprover7 group and then (assuming approval) it would
then route the request to “Minnie” and then (assuming approval) it would now send another
request to “Ennie" since that group has like authority.

This new behavior adds significant flexibility to the approval paths as you can now placemultiple
“must approve” roles either at the beginning or end of the path.
Note in this example if an invoice were submitted for 6,000 EUR then this “NEWPATHTEST”
approval path would now route the request to “BTApprover7” and then (assuming they
approve) it would route another request to “Minnie” since both have .01 approval
authority, they would both need to approve. Then it would go to “Ennie” for final approval since
that path has sufficient authority (10,000).

Management Guide
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Remember that as long as an approver group has approved an invoice, even if it gets rejected by
another subsequent group, upon resubmit we will not ask the original approving group to approve it
again. This feature helpsmakemultiple group approvalsmuchmore efficient!

10. ClickSave.
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Delete
To delete an approval path:
1. From the Approval path screen select the approval path.
2. ClickDelete.
3. A confirmationmessage will be displayed. ClickYes to confirm the deletion.
4. The approval path is deleted.

Remove Approval Group
1. From the Approval path screen select the approval group.
2. ClickRemove.

3. A confirmationmessage will be displayed. ClickYes to continue with the removal.
4. The group is removed from the approval path.

PRE-APPROVAL LIMIT
An Accounts Payablemanager is able to establish a vendor pre-approval limit as part of a workflow
automation profiles. Thismeans that invoiceswith an amount that is less than or equal to the approval
limit will be automatically approved.

Note: Pre-approvals are only valid for vendor automated or vendor selectable workflow automation
profiles and not for generic.

To set a pre-approval limit:
1. From the navigation pane, withinModules, selectAccounts payable, and thenWorkflow

automation profileswithinBottomline Invoice Automation.
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2. The work automation profiles screen is displayed.

3. Select the profile.
4. The profile details are displayed.
5. SetAllow pre-approvals toYes and set theApproval limit.
6. ClickSave.

APPROVAL RULES REPORT
A report showing all of the approval paths, groups and users can be accessed includes the option to filter
on the results displayed.

1. From the navigation pane, withinModules, selectAccounts payable, and thenApproval rules
report withinBottomline Invoice Automation.

Management Guide
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2. The Approval rules report is displayed.

3. Use the search filter to refine the results displayed.

Management Guide
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Chapter 8

Managing Invoice Approvals
Approvals can bemanaged in a number of ways from the Bottomline Invoice Automation - Approvals
screen.

Themain display shows active approvals and includes information as to the length of time the approval
normally takes. If you have escalation days turned on you will see themost urgent items in red.

Users with AP Clerk or AP Manager roles can see all active approval tasks. Users with Invoice
Automation Approver role can only see active approval tasks assigned to them.

The grid includes a display of the average number of days it takes that path or approver to review an
item. This can be helpful in caseswhere the invoice has a near term due date and the length of average
approval could cause a payment delay as it may be wise to seek another means of approval or at least
warn the persons on the path that the invoice requires diligent attention.

l Audit Events - view audit trail of each action. SeeAudit Events.
l Assigned Approvers - view current assigned approvers. SeeAssigned Approvers.
l Resend Email Notification - resend approval notifications or reassign work. SeeResend Email
Notification.

l Approval option - view invoices assigned either ad-hoc approval or approval path.
l Reassign tasks - seeReassign Tasks.
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VIEWING YOUR OWN APPROVAL TASKS
Users with AP Manager or SystemAdministrator roles can view their POand non POapproval tasks
using theShow only my approval tasks toggle.
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AUDIT EVENTS
To view the audit history of an invoice:
1. Either from theBottomline Invoice Automation - Approvals screen, select the invoice.
2. ClickAudit History.
3. The audit history is displayed.

ASSIGNED APPROVERS
The assigned approver of an invoice is visible in a number of places.

Note:With approval paths invoices are not assigned to users, they are assigned to groups. Once an
invoice is approved you can see which user approved it.

l From the Bottomline Invoice Automation - Approvals screen under the Approver(s) column.
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l On theReview tab on the coding screen for a PO invoice.

l On the Invoice tab on the coding screen for a non PO invoice.

RESEND EMAIL NOTIFICATION
Use the Resend Email Notification option to resend an email notification to the approver. You would
typically use this button if an invoice has not yet been actioned (approved or rejected) in a reasonable
timeframe.
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If when trying to send an email notification, the approver that would work on the task does not have
notifications turned on, you will see thismessage:

You can determine the users that are part of the Approval path by clicking on the path name and then the
group name in the subsequent screen.

Then follow the guidance to enable email notification for that user (seeEnable Email Notifications),
making sure that the user is aware of this action and would prefer to approve via email.

ENABLE EMAIL NOTIFICATIONS
For a user to receive the approval request via e-mail their e-mail notificationmust be turned on within
Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations.

1. From the navigation pane, withinModules, selectSystem administration.
2. SelectUsers.
3. Select the user, and then clickUser options.

4. The user options are displayed.
5. ClickAccount.
6. Ensure that theEmail provider ID andEmail fields are filled in.

7. ClickWorkflow.
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8. WithinNotifications, set Send notifications in email toYes.

9. ClickSave.

REASSIGN TASKS
You can reassign tasks for both Non-POand PO invoices.

To reassign approval tasks:
1. From the navigation pane, withinModules, selectAccounts payable, and thenNon PO Approval

tasks or PO Approval taskswithinBottomline Invoice Automation.
2. The Approval tasks screen is displayed.
3. Select theGroup and theUser.
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4. ClickReassign.

5. Select the user in the User ID field and add a comment.

6. ClickOK.
7. A confirmationmessage is displayed.

Reassign Tasks for a User
In some cases, even using the peer-group approval setup described above, active approval taskswill
need to be reassigned. An authorized AP resource has the ability to find active non-POand PO tasks
assigned to an individual and then dynamically reassign them to another approver.

The dashboard indicates the invoice due date for each assigned invoice, so that the AP resource can
choose those that require immediate reassignment.
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When considering a new approver to reassign to, our invoice automation solution displays the average
approval days it takes each active approver to complete an approval task. This can help the AP
department to select an approver that may bemore likely to complete the critical task on time.

The reassignment includes an email notification to the new approver along with any comment made by
the AP resource.
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Chapter 9

Terminate an Invoice
An Accounts Payablemanager is able to stop the processing of an invoice within Dynamics 365 -
Finance andOperations by terminating it from the Invoicesworkspace.

Terminated invoices can be viewed from the Bottomline Invoice Automation - Analytics page, see
Terminated Invoices.

To terminate an invoice:
1. Log intoDynamics 365 - Finance and Operations.
2. Select Finance and Operations.
3. SelectBottomline Invoice Automation - Invoices.
4. The Bottomline Invoice Automation - Invoices screen is displayed.
5. SelectNon PO Invoice Tasks or PO Invoice Tasks.
6. Highlight the invoice.
7. ClickTerminate Invoice.

8. TheSelect Termination Reasonwindow is displayed.
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9. Select the reason for the termination from the drop down and add a comment (optional).

Note: If termination reason is set toOther a comment must be provided.
10. ClickOK.
11. The invoice is terminated.

INVOICES WITH AN ACTIVE WORKFLOW
When terminating an invoice with an active workflow you will see the following screen after clicking
Terminate Invoice.

ClickOK to continue.

Messaging
If an invoice with an active workflow is terminated, then any active approvers that are enabled for email
notifications (seeEnable Email Notifications) will be notified that their participation in reviewing the
invoice is no longer required. The subject of the email will begin with INVOICE TERMINATED.
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If the approver fails to notice the email and tries to respond to the original invoice review email, then their
response will not be registered and theywill be notified that the invoice was terminated.
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Chapter 10

Purchase Order Invoice Pre-Matching – Capture Portal
Features
OVERVIEW

Bottomline Invoice Automation for Dynamics 365 enables automated line-level and/or header-level pre-
matching of PurchaseOrder invoices against available PurchaseOrders. This can include both invoices
that fully satisfy the PurchaseOrder aswell as partial invoices (partial line or partial quantities).

UNDERSTANDING CAPTURE PRE-MATCHING VERUS ERP TOLERANCE/POLICY
MATCHING

Bottomline’s Invoice Automation for Dynamics 365 capture process can physically pre-match invoices to
PurchaseOrders. The capture-basedmatching is referred to as “pre-matching” because the final match
(based on tolerances and policies) takes place in the Dynamics 365 Finance andOperations ERP. The
capture process does not try to replicate the entire ERPmatching rule sets.

When a pre-match (physical match) is achieved, thematching lines are passed into the ERP. In cases
where the capture process is able to linematch on an Item ID, the lines passed in could have price value
that exceeds tolerance. These will be caught and visualized by the ERP tolerance and policymatching
rules. In the samemanner, landed chargesmay also be passed in but exceed tolerance.

LINE PRE-MATCHING
Bottomline Invoice Automation for Dynamics 365 allows line-level pre-matching of PurchaseOrder
invoices against available PurchaseOrders.

Matching is done based on the PurchaseOrder line policy. Thus, invoicesmatched against three-way
PurchaseOrdersmust be received to the level that they are being invoiced.

In tight inventory ERPs the user of an item ID (known to both the vendor and customer) is useful for
matching the lines because it often establishes a highly confident “primary key” between the Purchase
Order and invoice. Whenmatching on this key value, price variance does not affect thematch because
the association has already been established.

Note: Payers that insist onmatching every invoice precisely on item ID, quantity and price would employ
the “Strict” Linematch option, made available in the Capture Portal's Company administrative settings.

When payers and vendors do not speak the same item ID “language”, then amatch can still be possible
but dependsmore on establishing a uniquemapping of quantity and price values from the captured
invoice lines to available PurchaseOrder lines.

Note: Payers that would allow matching invoice on item ID (but when there is price or quantity variance)
or even when the item ID ismissing (and only quantity and price can be used) would employ the
“Moderate” Linematch option, made available in the Capture Portal.
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HEADER PRE-MATCHING
Bottomline Invoice Automation for Dynamics 365 also provides a header-level matching of Purchase
Order invoices against open available PurchaseOrders.

Since header matching is based on just the POnumber and then either a subtotal (for 3-way Purchase
Orders) or total (for 2-way PurchaseOrders), thematchmust be exact (with accounting for minor
rounding under .01). Thus, header matching ismost useful for customerswhose invoices often satisfy
the PurchaseOrder entirely and at the prices that were anticipated. Since 3-way invoices often have
freight charges or even tax calculations that can vary from the values anticipated on the PurchaseOrder,
we account for that bymatching those invoices based on the subtotal rather than total.

It can also be quite useful for matching vendor invoices that have Price Units or UOM values that vary
from the PurchaseOrder price (e.g. 2.16127 on vendor invoice, 216.17 for 100 on PO).

COMBINING THE PRE-MATCHING STRATEGIES
If a customer has purchased LineMatching they have the option to combine these two pre-matching
strategies under the following condition: The LineMatch level must be set to “Moderate” rather than
“Strict”. This is because of a couple of rare, but possible cases:

l Line Pre-Matching - When a stocked item ID is not available as a key value, the combination of
quantity and price on an incoming invoice could inadvertently uniquelymatch another available line for
which it was not intended (because the line quantity or price from the vendor did not match the
intended line but rather uniquelymatched another available line.

l Header Pre-Matching –When lines are not available tomatch the invoice could come in at a subtotal
that, althoughmatches the available PurchaseOrder subtotal, represents a different quantity and
price combination. For example, the POhas quantity 4 at $20 for a total of $80 and the Invoice has a
Qty of 2 for $40 for a total of $80. The valuesmatch and yet the vendor is overcharging and
underdelivering. This would be rare, but is possible.

When the pre-matching strategies are used in tandem (line, then header) , then the system first attempts
to pre-match the invoice at the line level based on the captured results. If there were no capture results
and line pre-matching completely fails then the systemwill look at the PO federated line policy and
attempt to pre-match the invoice at the header level based on the PurchaseOrder number and then:

l 3-way – invoice subtotal to remaining and available PurchaseOrder subtotal
l 2-way - invoice total to remaining and available PurchaseOrder total
After the system pre-match attempt, the invoicemay be presented to the user within the Corrections
screen for manual verification, based onmatch result or system settings or simply transferred to the
ERP.

CORRECTING CAPTURE PRE-MATCH FAILURES
If a capture-based pre-match fails, the invoice ismade available for inspection and possible remedy
within a Corrections experience. The pre-match could fail for a variety of reasons including:

l PurchaseOrder not found or available
l Lines not captured from invoice
l Lines not pre-matched from invoice to PurchaseOrder (receiptsmay bemissing/insufficient)
l Header values do not match
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Within Corrections the user can first confirm that the PurchaseOrder number is present and valid. They
can also click the lookup to compare the balances on the PurchaseOrder to the displayed invoice (as this
may indicate that a header pre-match is possible).

After inspecting POdetails (or if POwas valid) they can then review and compare the captured lines (if
any) to the lines listed on the displayed invoice.

If the number of linesmissed is relatively few, then the user can add/delete and edit the lines:

l The ability to add or delete lines allows the user to discard lines that were captured inadvertently or
create new lines that were not captured.

l Line values can be edited including the Product ID, Quantity and Price. This includes a Product ID
lookup that allows the user an ability to choose the correct PurchaseOrder line related to the invoice.
Upon selection, the contents of the existing line (quantity and price) are updateswith the values from
the PurchaseOrder.

l Sometimes this line will have an Item ID and in other cases the Product ID will be a “Procurement
Category”. Procurement Categories can be selected from the POand the description then displayed
in the PODescription column of the line grid.

If the number of linesmissed is excessive then two options exist for the person doing the correction:

l OPTION 1- Header pre-match- If the invoice is found to pre-match the PurchaseOrder at the
“header level” (no price or quantity variance) they can simply choose to clear the grid (by deleting all
lines) and then enter or confirm the subtotal (3-way) or total 92-way) and click “Submit”. At that point
the capture processwill re-attempt the header pre-match.

l OPTION 2 – Avoid pre-matching in corrections screen and instead send to ERP - If the
invoice has a number of lines and some have landed price and quantity variance then they can choose
to clear the grid and simply clickSubmit. The pre-match will fail and the user can thenmanually
match the invoice within Dynamics365Matching Screen and enter the price and/or quantity variances
for themanually selected lines.

It should be noted that a pre-matchmay fail because of missing receipts but that status will be
displayed in the ERP tile once they attempt themanual ERPmatch.

In all cases the Submit signifies that the operator has finished trying to correct the lines for pre-match.
If the operator wants to “validate” the form corrections (both header and line data) without submitting the
invoice to the Dynamics 365 ERP they can simply clickValidate.
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Chapter 11

Purchase Order Invoice Match Automation in D365
OVERVIEW

As a consumer of Dynamics 365-based Invoice Automation that processes PO invoices, increasing
straight-through (touchless) processing is an important requirement. Invoice Automation assists this
touchless experience though the following features:

l Invoices that have been pre-matched in the Capture Portal, can be automaticallymatched through an
Invoice Automation process that runs in the background. This causes the status of the invoice to
change toMatched soon after the invoice arrives (but only if the invoice values pass the Dynamics
365 tolerance (match) settings).

– As a part of this process, Invoice Automation will also apply anymatched freight charge value to
each individual line (if the anticipated chargeswere allocated to the lineswhen the invoice was
created).

– Charges (if within tolerance) are allocated to the lines in accordance with the original values
applied to the lines.

l Invoiceswith a status ofMatched can have additional automation applied.
– Approval Automation
○ The purchase order creator can specify an approval path or approver that relates to ANY

related invoice. The advantage is that, when combined with turning on the Auto-Start PO
Workflow flag, invoices that received and are related to PurchaseOrders with an
approver/approval will have the approval workflow automatically if automaticallymatched.

○ Match failures will require manual workflow start but with the advantage of not having to
determine the approver.

– Posting Automation
○ By enabling the BT Auto Posting job and turning on the Auto-Post PO Invoice flag, matched

invoices or matched/approved invoices can be auto –posted.
l With these automation features enabled, the AP Match Clerk can direct their attention to those
invoices that have aNot Matched orRejected status rather than theMatched andApproved
invoices.

ADMIN SETUP TO ENABLE COMPANY-BASED POMATCH AUTOMATION
To setup purchase order automation, the Admin user must first create the related background jobs and
select a frequency for running them, this will be accomplished by clickingCreate Batch Jobs inGlobal
configuration and selecting job options.
1. From the navigation pane, withinModules, selectAccounts payable, Bottomline Invoice

Automation, and thenGlobal ConfigurationwithinSetup.
2. From theSetup tab, selectCreate Batch Jobs.
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3. Select theCreate PO posting job and decide whether to run in all companies:
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The Admin user must then set one or both of the automation flagswithin the company.

Navigate toAccounts Payable Setup,Accounts payable parameters, and then Invoice
Automation.
l Auto-start PO workflow – start workflow on auto-matched invoice that have an Approver or
Approval path.

l Auto-post invoices – post invoices that aremanually or automaticallymatched or approved
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Chapter 12

Analytics and Reports
ANALYTICS

The Bottomline’s Invoice Automation solution provides several visual analytics and reports which enable
the Accounts Payable processmanager to have further insight into the state of the payables process.

To access analytics and reports:
1. Log intoDynamics 365 - Finance and Operations.
2. Select Finance and Operations.
3. SelectBottomline Invoice Automation - Analytics.

Dashboard Analytics
Visual Analytics include the following:

l Combined - Accrual Summary
Summarizes outstanding liability by a company for both POand non PO Invoices. It shows the top 5
companies by currency code with most liability amounts.
This widget is based on queries that looks for invoices (POand non PO) that are unpaid.

l Combined | Top Latent Vendors – Emailed / 90 Days
This analytic lists the top 5 latent vendors that most often submit invoiceswith invoice dates that are
earlier than the received date in the last 90 days.This is applicable to emailed invoices since any
internally processed invoicemay be latent simply due to the customer’s process.

l Combined | Processed Invoice Count – 6 Months
This analytic shows a pie chart with the count of POand non POprocessed invoices that were
successfully posted in the last 6months.

l PO Invoices | Days Invoices Outstanding
The average number of days to process a PO invoice from the date received until the date it is paid
(paid dateminus received date). The average can be compared across time periods to understand
the trend. This report will not be populated until the first PO invoice is received through the Capture
Portal and then paid. The full trending aspect will be realized at 90 days.

l PO Invoices | Top In-Process Vendors
The top “In-Process” vendors by aggregate PO invoice amount, where "In-Process” means not yet
posted.

l Non PO Invoices | Days Invoices Outstanding
The average number of days to process a non PO invoice from the date received until the data it is
paid (paid dateminus received date). The average can be compared across time periods to
understand the trend. This report will not be populated until the first non PO invoice is received
through the Capture Portal and then paid. The full trending aspect will be at 90 days ranging from
invoices received in the last 31 - 120 days.
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l Non PO Invoices | Top In-Process Vendors
The top “In-Process” vendors by aggregate non PO invoice amount, where "In-Process” means not
yet posted.

l Non-PO | PO Chart
Displays the percentage distribution of invoices processed over the last xx days. For organizations
trying to drivemore towards PObased invoice processing this distribution can be compared to a prior
period to gauge progress.

l Non-PO | Top Rejected Invoices By Coder
Displays the rejected invoice percentage across coders for the last 90 days.

l Non PO Processing and Automation Statistics - Last Six Months
This report provides the customer with insight into general processing and automation levels of the
solution related to non PO invoices. This includes volume, % as email, coding/routing automation,
percent of termination, average days of approval and reject % over the last sixmonths of use.

l Average Approval Days
Typically, the approval of non PO invoices can significantly impact the total time it takes to process an
invoice. This report helps you keep track of those approvers that are taking the greatest amount of
time to approve/reject invoices. It uses a rolling average of the last 90 days. The days (or fraction of
days) it takes to approve/reject is calculated from the time of assignment until the invoice is
approved/rejected. The calculation currently includesweekends and holidays but may be enhanced in
a future release to ignore weekends or respect a Dynamics 365 calendar.

Links

MICROSOFT REPORTS

TheseMicrosoft reports are available from the Accounts Payablemodule but are placed here for
customer convenience.

l Vendor aging report
l Vendor invoices past due
l Top 100 vendors

l Vendor invoice turnover

BOTTOMLINE REPORTS
l Accrual Report - This Bottomline report details outstanding liability for both POand non PO invoices
that are unpaid. As a reminder PowerBI reports can be exported asCSV files and further refined in
Excel giving you the ability to create additional faceting as needed.

l Terminated invoices - This Bottomline report displays those invoices that were terminated by the
AP Manager in caseswhere the invoices should not be paid. Having a record of this is useful since
native Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations only allows a deletion. For any termination you can
view both the related invoice and the audit history.

APPROVAL PATH/GROUP AUDIT HISTORY

From the Bottomline Invoice Automation - Analytics page you can view any changes or deletions (listed
in reverse chronological order) made to either Approval Groups or Approval Paths.
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1. Log into Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations.
2. Select Finance and Operations
3. SelectBottomline Invoice Automation - Analytics.
4. From the Bottomline Invoice Automation - Analytics page, under Inquiries and reports, select

Approval Path/Group Audit History.

5. The approval path/group audit history is displayed.

TERMINATED INVOICES

From the Bottomline Invoice Automation - Analytics page you can view terminated invoices.

1. Log into Dynamics 365 - Finance andOperations.
2. Select Finance and Operations
3. SelectBottomline Invoice Automation - Analytics.
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4. From the Bottomline Invoice Automation - Analytics page, underArchive, select Terminated
invoices.

5. The list of terminated invoices is displayed.
6. Select the invoice.
7. Click on the paper clip in the top right hand corner to view the invoice.
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8. ClickAudit History to view the invoice history.

REPORTS
WorkflowAutomation Profile Report

A report showing all of the workflow automation profiles can be accessed and includes the option to filter
on the results displayed.

1. From the navigation pane, withinModules, selectAccounts payable, and thenWorkflow
automation profile reportwithinBottomline Invoice Automation.
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2. The workflow automation profile report is displayed.

3. Use the search filter to refine the results displayed
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Appendix A
Sample form letter to use when communicating a change of email address to your vendors.

Dear _______________

We appreciate the supplier-customer relationship we have established with you and are committed to the
continual improvement of internal processes around the acceptance, match and approval of submitted invoices
and credit memos. To ensure the highest level of service, it is critical that we are able to standardize the
manner in which invoices are received, particularly when emailed as documents.

To this end we have adopted what we believe is a reasonable standard for invoice submission that represents a
“win-win” for both you as the supplier and us as the customer. By accepting invoices within specific guidelines
we can process themmore quickly and effectively.

Thus the following represent requirements for submitting invoice in document-based format:

l The Invoice format should be PDF with either text or image format:
– If image, created at 300 DPI (dots per inch) resolution. Black and white is preferred but color is

acceptable. Greyscale formats are not preferred.
– Created using a recent PDF specification if possible.

l Submit one invoice per file.

l If supporting documentation is attached to an emailed invoice submission, it should be a format that has
been proven to be routinely consumable. The current acceptable formats for supporting documentation are
PDF, Word and Excel. Excel files should not contain macros.

l Wedo not support the receipt of any compressed set of files such as ZIP. In addition, you should not submit
emailed invoices that include additional email messages as attachments

As a side note, if your invoices are scanned and submitted using copiers, it is a good idea to contact your
copier manufacturer’s service reps and they can help you create a better PDF and show you how to adopt
these specifications into standard job buttons.

Finally, we will be changing the email address to which you submit your document-based invoices. Currently
you submit all invoices to AccountsPayable@Acme.com. Starting __________ please submit invoice for the
following company to our new invoice servicing addresses:

For AcmeHolding Corp:

Company Email address starting ........................
AcmeHolding Corp AC01_T10090@AP.PT-X.com
12 Broad St
Paschal, MD 23823

We realize you also do business with our subsidiary. AcmeGrain. As that is a separate legal entity and they
maintain a distinct supplier-payment relationship with your company,
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Company Email address starting ........................
AcmeHolding Corp
141 King St AC02_T10090@AP.PT-X.com
Baltimore, MD 23541

Please note that email-based invoices submitted prior to the new addresses prior to the date above will not be
processed.

We thank you for attention to this important submission clarification and address change and look forward to a
continuedmutually-beneficial relationship.
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